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Questions for Consideration
1. How is qualitative inquiry similar to a hologram or holomovement?
2. Why is the relationship of qualitative inquiry to holomovement so important to
consider?
3. What other metaphors fit qualitative inquiry? How about jazz music, particularly
improvisation?
4. How is qualitative inquiry related to teaching?
5. How is qualitative inquiry related to learning?
6. Were Sid and Cheryl really doing qualitative inquiry in this story?
7. What would you change in their actions, if anything, so they would consider
themselves more rigorous researchers or evaluators?

Suggested Activities
Now that you have seen other educators in action and have read my analysis of how similar
their learning and teaching activities were to a qualitative inquiry process, think about
yourself as a learner, teacher, instructional designer, administrator, evaluator, or in your
personal life and respond in writing to the following assignments:
1. Review a particular learning event that posed an anomaly for you. Review Figure 1
and write some thoughts about how each activity presented there was involved for you
in your learning event.
2. Respond to this question' 'How might inquiry as described in this chapter enhance the
learning in your life if you were more aware of these kinds of activities?
3. If you would like to do a qualitative study as part of the experience of reading this
book, think of specific occasions in your practice that gave you pause, or that left you
with pressing questions. Describe one of these in a vignette. Tell its story.
4. What questions did this chapter raise for you?
5. Citations throughout this chapter and the rest of the book are not current. They were
included in the first edition and have been retained because of their relevance to the
discussion. But when using this resource with classes, the author involves the
students in studying current resources as well and encourages the reader to search

for other literature that expands upon the ideas presented, that is more current, and
that is relevant to the reader's particular interests.
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